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0SUMMARY
This report covers work performed during the first three months after
work was resumed on contract NAS5-11634. It also summarizes work performed
by General Electric tinder its own funding during the period between October
1969 and May 1970. Ground reference transponders were installed at Shannon,
Ireland; Gander, Newfoundland; and Seattle, Washington. Each ground reference
transponder consists of a mobile radio base station transmitter and receiver
with a responder attached and a helical antenna. Each of the transponders is
fully automatic and does not require human operation. They are useful for
voice communications as well as ranging responses.
The ground reference transponder at Gander, Newfoundland was used together
with the Radio-Optical Observatory at Schenectady, New York to perform a twenty-
four hour ranging test. Signals transmitted from the Radio-Optical Observatory
were relayed by ATS-3 and range measurements were made from the satellite to
the Gander ground reference transponder as well as to the Observatory at
Schenectady. The results showed that the difference between the measured and
computed slant ranges to Schenectady could be used as a first order correction
for ionospheric delay and satellite position uncertainty to correct the range
measurements from the satellite to Gander. Gander is approximately 900 miles
east-northeast of Schenectady. When the Schenectady-derived corrections were
applied to the Gander range measurements, allowing for a difference in the
local times of the two locations, approximately 3000 latitude determinations
for the Gander transponder were all within t 1 nautical mile of the true posi-
tion of the transponder. A two-hour period of severe scintillation was ex-
perienced during the twenty-four hour test. The scintillation had negligible
effect on ranging accuracy and had small effect on communications reliability;
although the effect would have been more pronounced had the antenna gains at
Gander and Schenectady been typical of mobile antennas,
c
A long-tern: test of the ground reference calibration technique was per-
formed with the Gander and Schenectady facilities during a period of approxi-
mately one month. No equipment time delay drifts were observed. Range mea-
surements from the satellite to Schenectady and Gander were made in the morn-
ing when ionization in the ionosphere was changing fast and in the afternoon
when the ionosphere was changing slowly but ionization was near its peak along
n 	 the ray paths to each of the lucatior.s. The results indicate that ranging er-
rors for Gander can be corrected to within approximately 2,000 feet by the use
of the Schenectady ranging measurements. During most of the test periods the
residual error in the Ganc'_er range measurements after correction with the
Schenectady calibration was much smaller than 2,000 feet.
Position fixing for an aircraft in flight over a short period of time was
demonstrated on the first leg of a North Atlantic test flight. A DC-6 aircraft
of the Federal Aviation Administration was tracked by two-satellite ranging and
also by precisicn radar as it flew from Atlantic City enroute to Rome, New York.
Sixty-three of seventy-nine satellite fixes agreed with the radar fixes within
one nautical mile. When the aircraft was on the ground at Rome, five satellite
fixe3 were within 2400 and 5400 feet of the tower in a direction between east-
southeast and south-southeast. It was later determined that the aircraft was
on a taxiway approximately 3500 feet southeast of the tower when the fixes were
made.
Long-term accuracy for an aircraft and the use of a ground reference trans-
ponder were tested when the aircraft was parked on a benchmark at Shannon,
j
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iIreland. Fourteen latitude determinations made by ranging from ATS-3 were
between 7500 feet north and 6000 feet south of the benchmark. The average
of the latitude determinations was 800 feet north of the benchmark. The air-
craft equipment time delay calibration used in Shannon latitude determina-
tions was made nine days earlier in time while at Atlantic City, New Jersey,
Long-time accuracy for a transponder aboard a ship was tested with a
unit on the Coast Guard Cutter Rush. Ground reference transponders were not
used in the test. The equipment time delay of the ship-borne unit was cali-
brated when the ship was underway in the Bay of Farallons, California on
May 5. On May 10 a fix was made when the ship was docked at Alameda Navalj	
Station and was correct within a fraction of a nautical mile. The ship pro-
ceeded to Ocean Station November (140 0 west longitude and 30 0 north latitude)
where it remained for three weeks. The ship position was fixed at scheduled
intervals and fixes relayed by voice using the transponder equipment. The
ship then proceeded to Hawaii, where its latitude was determined from range
measurements from ATS-1. They bracketed the ship's position at a dock within
0.8 nautical mile without a correction for the ionosphere. The ship returned
to San Francisco where it was again fixed while at a dock on July 10. The
fix was 1.9 nautical miles in error using the equipment time delay calibra-
tion mace on May 5. One of two sets of fixes made at two locations in the
San Francisco area made eleven days apart was in error by 2.7 nautical miles.
A comparison of NASA satellite predictions for two epoch dates indicated that
prediction errors could account for fix errors of the magnitude observed when
the snip was in the San Francisco area in July.
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INTRODUCTION
This report covers work performed during the first three months of Phase
II, Contract NAS5-11634. The Phase I effort is described in Interim Report
for VHF Ranging and Position Fixing Experiment Using ATS Satellites. It "O"'ers
the period November 25, 1968 through October 9, 1969. This report also sum-
marizes work performed by General Electric under its own funding during the
period between October 1969 and May 1970.
The Company furnished ground reference transponders at Shannon, Ireland;
Gander, Newfoundland; and Seattle, Washington. The unit at Shannon was in-
stalled and is operated with the cooperation of the Engineering Branch, Radio
Division, Department of Posts and Telegraphs, The one at Gander was installed
and is operated with the cooperation of the Ministry of Transport, Applied
Research and Development Division. Ottawa, and the Moncton Regional Office,
Telecommunications Area Manager, Ministry of Transport, at Gander. The unit
at Seattle was installed and is operated with the cooperation of the Boeing
Aircraft Company. The ground reference transponders are inexpensive and fully
automatic. They provide voice communications through the satellites as well
as ton^_-code ranging responses.
Additional reference transponders are planned for Iceland and Argentina.
The transponder at Gander was used in a twenty-four hour test to deter-
,	 mine the diurnal effects of the ionosphere, the magnitude of uncertainty in
satellite position predictions and transmission link reliability. The Gander
and Shannon transponders were used over a period of two months to determine
the day-to-day variations in difference between computed and measured slant
ranges from ATS-3. The ground reference transponders will be used in a con-
tinuing program to gather diurnal and seasonal information about the iono-
sphere during the remainder of the contract period.
A transponder unit was placed on the Coast Guard Cutter Rush at San
t	 Francisco and used for position fixing and voice communication while the ship
was at Ocean Station November, half-way between San Francisco and Hawaii for
twenty-one days; then at Hawaii and later back at San Francisco about two
months after its original departure.
Two transponders were placed on a DC-6 aircraft of the Federal Aviation
Administration. They were interrogated while the aircraft was at Atlantic
City; enroute to Rome, New York; in the vicinit, and on the ground at Gander,
Newfoundland., in the vicinity and on the ground at Thule, Greenland; in flight
over Ocean Station Alpha between Greenland and Iceland; and as the aircraft
approached and landed at Shannon, Ireland. Further tests were made with the
aircraft in flight off the New Jersey coast at 5000 and 20,000 feet. Calibra-
t:on checks and antenna pattern measurements were made with the aircraft on
the ground at Atlantic City and Thule.
A responder unit was built in a three-fourths ATR box, and bench tested
with a Bendix Satcom transmitter and receiver at Pan American facilities in
Miami by interrogation from Schenectady through ATS-3. The unit was later
installed in a Pan American 747 aircraft, but its first flight test_ was un-
success:.^ul because the responder was not properly adjusted for use with the
transmitter-receiver.
The equipment and computer programs at the Schenectady ground terminal
s
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•were improved for better daLa recording and processing. An automatic sequencer
was constructed to interrogate a number of transponders in almost any desired
sequence. The automatic sequencer conLrols antenna switching so that selected
transponders can be interrogated through ATS-3 and others through AT'-1.
It also selects the radio frequency channel for each interrogation. Link
performance, voice and ranging have been excellent with the ground reference
transponders. Performance has been tested with the ship and a DC-613 aircraft
under a wide variety of conditions, including various mobile antenna modes,
satellite power changes, and for aircraft, various multipath propagation condi-
tions. Link performance with the mobile craft has varied from highly satis-
factory to unacceptable. It has been possible to identify the causes of de-
graded performance. In some cases, the causes were deliberately introduced
so that their effects could be measured.
As the testF proceed, they continue to lend support to previous estimates
of accuracy that can be achieved at VHF and they promise substantially better
communications reliability and quality than present-day HF communications can
provide. It seems clear, however, that the use of VHF within presently as-
signed bandwidth and effective radiated power limits cannot achieve performance
to match the anticipated performance at L•-band with wider bandwidth.
2
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Ground Reference Transponders
A ground reference transponder is shown in Figure 1. The receiver-trans-
mitter is a General_ Electric Mastr Progress Line (B) type DM-76-LAS mobile radio
base station unit. The original limiter discriminator of the receiver was by-
passed with a unit designed to have a smaller time delay change with signal
amplitude than the original limiter discriminator. A tone-code responder unit
is connected between the receiver and transmitter and the transmitter output
is amplified by a Gonset Model 903 Mark II amplifier, shown in Figure 2.
The transponder is designed to permit unattended operation. No voltage
is applied to the plate circuits and the power amplifier until after the unit
has received an initial interrogation from the ground station. Following this
initial interrogation, the transponder is designed to respond through the
satelliLe for a time period which is adjustable up to eight minutes. Each
interrogation after the initial activation resets the timer. After the last
interrogation, the time delay relay deactivates the power amplifier.
The antenna furnished with the ground reference transponder is an eight-
turn helix, shown in Figure 3. It has 13 dB gain for circularly polarized
signals ,, 	 dB gain for the linearly polarized signals from the ATS satellites.
A detailed description of the transponders is contained in the General
Electric report GEK-5821, "Instructions and Operating Characteristics, Tone-
Code Transponder System', dated April 1970.
Twenty-Four Hour Ranging Test, March 13-14, 1970
Starting at 1000 GMT on March 13 and continuing until 1000 GMT on March
14, except for the satellite eclipse period from 0430 to 0700 on March 14,
General Electric's Radio-Optical Observatory transmitted tone-code ranging
interrogation signals through ATS-3 to the fixed ground reference transponder
at Gander, Newfoundland. Interrogation signals returned from the satellite
and responses from the transponder relayed back through the satellite were
studied to determine diurnal variations in range measurements. A two-hour
period of severe scintillation due to the ionosphere was experi e nced and ef-
fects on ranging accuracy and signal reliability were measured for that con-
dition.
Ranging interrogations were made at a rate of one each three seconds
during the periods from 1000 to 1135 GMT on the 13th, from 2130 on the 13th
to 0207 GMT on the 14th, and from 0700 to 1007 GMT on the 14th to insure the
collection of high resolution data on ionospheric changes during sunrise and
sunset periods. Interrogations were made once each three seconds for five
minutes each half hour and once each thirty seconds throughout the rest of
the experiment.
Responses to the interrogations provided time interval measurements from
the Observatory to the satellite and return and from the Observatory through
the satellite to Gander and return. Measurements from each interrogation
were completely independent of the others.
Standard deviations of the range measurements were computed for most of
3
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athe five minute higher-rate interrogation periods each half hour, Standard
deviations during the five minute periods for the Schenectady-satellite-
Schenectady path were from 0,3 to 0,83 microsecond, with an average value of
0,48 microsecond, Standard deviations on the returns from Gander were from
0,49 to 1,2 microseconds with an average of 0,75 microsecond, The largest
observed standard deviation for Gander during a five minute period was 1,12
microseconds, and the smallest was 0,5 microsecond. For Schenectady, the
maximum was 0,83 microsecone and the minimum was 0,33 microsecond,
During a two-hour period from 0735 to 1007 GMT on March 14, scintillation
occurred with signal levels ranging from 5 dB above the average of -98 dBm to
short dropouts below -121 dBm, The sun was rising in the ionosphere for por-
tions of the ray paths to both ground stations at that time.
Tht diurnal variation in range measurements due to the ionosphere, satel-
lite positi-)n uncertainty, and any other bias changes, was determined by com-
puting the radio propagation time for the geometrical slant ranges from the
satellite to Gander and Schenectady at the time of each analyzed data point.
The differences between the computed and measured time delays are the sum of
a constant component of equipment delay, plus all variables including iono-
sphere, satellite position uncertainty, and changes in equipment time delay.
The differences for the two paths are compared in Figure 4,
Signal strength between Gander and Schenectady was good except for short,
sometimes deep fades during the two hour period of scintillation, it was oc-
casionally necessary to change the transmit and receive polarizations at the
Observatory to correct for Faraday rotation, Because the up and down link
frequencies were different, the transmit and receive polarizations were some-
times orthozonal,
Figure 5 is a chart recording of a twelve-minute, thirty-second segment
2	 of the period of scintillation. It is not sufficient merely to state the mag-
nitude of signal fading due to scintillation because the effect of the scin-
tillation on communications or ranging is determined by the '_ime patterns of
fading, The highest signal amplitudes are at -93 dBm signal !Z-ve.1 iui.v cne
receiver using our 30 foot antenna 	 The lowest signal val •,.e recorded by Lilt
receiver is -121 dBm, The amplitud,2 scale is logarithmic, While the signal
level did not actually drop to -121 dBm during the twelve-minute, thirty-second
period depicted, there were brief times when it did drop below that level during
the two hour scintillation period. The signal level changes shown here are
typical of the entire period.
The scintillation measured during the period was on the path: from the
satellite to Schenectady, We dn not 1:^ve an independent measure of the scin-
tillation at Gander, Because of Gander's northern location it is expected
that it was comparable to the fading at Schenectady. Its fading pattern is
not observable from the returns as recorded at Schenectady because the Gander
returns are correlated in amplitude with the receiver returns. This is be-
l-Leved 20 have occurred because the Gander transmissions were strong enough
to approach saturation of the satellite during all but the deepest fades.
In previous reports on tests with the ocean buoy Sea Robin and the Coast
Guard Cutter Valiant, a correlation of return signal amplitudes indicated there
was no fading on the paths from the transponders to the satelli*_e. This as-
sumption is believed to be correct, because in these insLaaces the transpondo:,;
were incapable of saturating the satellite, so that the satellite rn2 t put would
vary with signal changes on the uplink from the mobile craft.
i
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rCommunications reliability was good in spite of the seve-_e scintillation.
However, it is necessary to consider that the gain of an antenna at Gander is
approximately 10 dB and the gain at Schenectady approximately 20 dB. The
scintillation would have caused a greater degradation of communications relia-
bility to a mobile terminal with a smaller antenna and therefore a smaller
fading margin. One may judge the amount of time that communications dropout
would have been experienced by a mobile terminal by drawing a line along the
recording below the -98 dBm line, displaced by the number of dB representing
the fading margin of the mobile link, The -98 dBm level should be used, as
that is the normal signal level without the scintillation and therefore the
reference for the link margin.
The scintillation fading experiment on March 14 was
Scintillation fading is not uncommon, The data have not
estimate of the percentage of time scintillation occurs,
pression is that it occurs less than five percent of the
with an amplitude that is usually only a few dB, peak to
lection of data during sunrise in the ionosphere was too
mate the probability of scintillation during that event.
unusually severe.
been analyzed for are
but a general im-
time at Schenectady
minimum, The col-
infrequent to esti-
Communications performance during the period of scintillation is summa-
rized in Table 1,
TABLE 1
COMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE DURING SCINTILLATION
(Time Period: 08 16 15 - 10 07 00 GMT, March 14, 1970)
Average Signal Level (no scintillation) 	 -98 dBm
Maximum Signal Level During Scintillation 	 -93 dBm
Minimum Signal Level During Scintillation 	 Less than -121 dBm
Number of Interrogations 	 2215
Responses Received (Observatory and Gander) 	 4342
Missed Responses:	 88
Observatory - 39
Gander - 49
98 Percent of Responses Were Received and Correlated
Total Number of Bits in Received Responses 	 130,260
Bit Errors:
	
161
ObservatoL, - 82
Gander - '9
The digital coding used is relatively simple. A 3 dB improvement could be ob-
tained using bi-phase modulation rather than the technique of suppressing
cycles for zeros. Error rates during the experiment were higher than might
be exp,^rienced on the same links with better coding. A missed interrogation
does not necessarily mean the signal was not received. If more than 3 bits
in the word sync or user address part of the code are in error, the ranging
correlator rejects the response.
Ranging performance and line-of-position accuracy were determined by
using satellite position predictions furnished by NASA. The determinations
were made for most of the five minute periods each half hour throughout the
twenty-four hour test period. Tone-code range measurements were compared with
computed slant ranges to Schenectady and Gander. The differences between the
10
measured and computed slant ranges were plotted to show the total diurnal
bias change due to ionosphere and other factors such as possible error in
predicted pcsition of the satellite. The measured slant ranges and the NASA
satellite predictions were used to compute the latitude at which the line-of-
position crossed the longitude of Gander. The first computations did not
include any corrections except for equipment time delay. The latitude leter-
minations were then corrected by the use of an independent measure of the
ionosphere made at Hamilton, Massachusetts by Air Force Cambridge Research
Laboratories. The original latitude determinations were then corrected by
taking the differences between measured and computed slant range measurements
at Schenectady, and using the differences to correct the Gander range measurc-
ments,
'The ATS-3 satellite is not in a perfect geostatiorary orbit. A slight
inclination causes it to move slightly north and south of the equator, tracing
a figure eight in a twenty-four hour period. Its orbit has a slight eccen-
tricity so that its altitude changes through a twenty-four hour cycle and
during the period of the experiment the satellite was drifting eastward.
The total diurnal bias change was approximatel7 13 microseconds and was
the same within approximately one microsecond for meander and Schenectady.
Gander is approximately 850 nautical miles east and 360 nautical miles north
of Schenectady. The bias changes for the two locations are correlated with
the Gander curve shifted earlier in time as expected because of its eastward
location,
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories furnished a curve of electron
density for the period of the twenty-four hour experiment; the electron den-
sity curve correlates with the range bias cu rves, The total change in verti-
cal electron content was 33 x 10 16 electrons per square meter. Based on the
AFC RL. data, the total change in range measurement bias due to the ionosphere
would be
	
7,0 microseconds, As the observed change was 13 microseconds,
some other diurnal effect must have contributed to the bias. The computed
change in range time to the satellite was — 780 microseconds with the maximum
range occurring at approximately 1630 GMT, whereas the peak in electron den-
sity occurs at 1800 or 1900 GMT, so that the maximum range due to satellite
motion occurs near the time of maximum range delay due to the ionosphere,
The diurnal changes due to the ionosphere and the satellite range charge are
in phase so that the effects add. It seems reasonable to assign the 6 micro-
second difference between the computed ionosphere bias change and the measured
bias change to uncertainty in satellite position. A bias change of that mag-
nitude would result if the satellite moved 1500 feet closer to the ground
terminals than predicted by NASA at t_he northern limit of its motion, and 1500
feet farther away at its southern limit, The total range change was — 63
nautical miles. Ranging time delays as stated in this report are for the two-
way radio signal travel time,
NASA later made an independent check of their prediction table accuracy.
On a selected day, they measured the range to the satellite at C-band and com-
pared the measured range with the range computed from their acquisition table
predictions. They found that the maximum difference between their computed
and measured slant ranges in terms of two-way propagation delay was 4 micro-
seconds, Their independent check confirms the reasonableness of the 3 micro-
second difference that was notF_d during the March 13 and 14 test.
Figure 6 plots the latitude determinations using the range measurements
I
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to Gander uncorrected for any diurnal variations. The latitudes were computed
for each five minute period by selecting a range measurement that was on or
very close to the best fit curve through the data points, The range measure-
ment was used in a computer program to determine the latitude of Gander, Es-
timates of the equipment time delay an: an estimate of three microseconds for
the minimum delay through the ionosphere were included as constants. The re-
sulting plot showing the latitude dete rminations, their standard deviation,
and their extreme values, includes all of the diurnal and bias contributions
to error in the latitude determination, Also plotted on Figure 6 are the cor-
rections that should be applied based on the ionosphere measurements furnished
by AFCRL. It is emphasized that these corrections were not applied in the
latitude determinations on Figure 6,
The diurnal variation at Gander was approximately one hour advanced in
phase with respect to the Schenectady data because of the earlier sunrise and
sunset time. To determine the accuracy that might be achieved by the use of
a ground reference calibration, data taken at one location is shifted in time
to correspond to the time at the user location. The difference between mea-
sured and computed slant ranges at Schenectady were used with a one hour time
shoft to bring them more nearly in phase with the Gander data, When the Gander
range measurements were corrected by the use of the Schenectady measurements.,
the latitude determinations for Gander are as depicted in Figure 7. The limits
of the standard deviations fall within approximately one-half mile of the
actual latitude of Gander; more than 2500 latitude determinations are repre-
sented by the data shown in Figure 7. All of them lie within approximately
one nautical mile of the true latitude of the Gander transponder. Events such
as sunrise and sunset in the ionosphere on the paths from the satellite to
Carder and Schenectady are shown as is the period of severe scintillation.
Except for the two-hour period of amplitude scintillation, the ionosphere
appeared to be undisturbed during the test_ period, it cannot be assumed that
the line-of-position accuracy achieved on the day of the test would be
achieved every day, or over other regions of the earth, and other geographical
locations and including periods of magnetic distribution,
For a "normal" ionosphere ) as typified by March 13, 14, 1970 the results
of the tests do support the conclusions of the Interim Report (Ret. 1) that
ground reference transponders at spacings of hundreds of nautical miles are
useful in improving position fixing accuracy , and that one nautical mile, one
sigma accuracy can be achieved when they are employed.
Voice communications between an aircraft in flight and several ground
terminals were relayed through the satellite on another channel simultaneously
with ranging tests. Voice was transmitted from Gander, Newfoundland through
the satellite while the General Electric Observatory at Schenectady ranged on
the satellite on the same channel.
The Pan American 747 aircraft enroute from Kennedy airport to San Juan,
Puerto Rico communicated by voice to the Observatory, to Aeronautical Radio
at Annapolis, Maryland, and to NASA-Goddard mobile units at Miami and Los
Angeles.
Transmission between the ground terminals and the aircraft was on a nomi-
nal uplink frequency of 149.245 MHz, and a downlink frequency of 135,625 MHz,
The aircraft transmission frequency was 5 kHz above the nominal, The nominal
frequency is 50 kHz above the frequencies used between the C`bs.^-rvatory and
Gander. The bandwidth of the satellite is 100 kHz.
N
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4No voice communications were conducted during the five minute periods
each half-hour while the higher-rate range measurements were taken. Range
measurements were made every thirty seconds during the voice communications.
Standard deviation of the range measurements on Gander was	 0.9 microsecond
(-z 450 feet) during the aircraft voice transmissions, compared with an average
of ti 0,75 microsecond (1 390 feet) when the satellite was not relaying both
signals.
Voice transmissions were made on the 149,195 uplink frequency from Gander
and relayed on the 135,575 downlink frequency, using the transponder equipment.
Simultaneously, ranging measurements were made from the Observatory to the
satellite on the same frequencies. Standard deviations ^-, f the Schenectady-
satellite signals averaged 0,65 microsecond during the Gander voice transmis-
sions, compared with 0,37 microsecond 2 :rage for a five-minute period im-
mediately following when the satellite was not relaying two signals simul-
taneously, The voice and ranging signals were both received simultaneously
at the Observatory, and the receiver-correlator was able to separate the
ranging returns from the strong voice signals, which had modulation components
at the tone frequency. When one signal was stronger than the other, the FM
capture effect tended to suppress the weaker signal.
A more detailed description and analysis of the twenty-four nuur ranging
test is included in the General Electric Report "Ranging and Position Fixing
Experiment Using Satellites: 24-Hour Ranging Test, March 13-14, 1970",
Report No. 70C-198, dated June 1970.
Posit ion Fix Accuracy
Short-term accuracy for an aircraft in flight over a distance of a few
hundred miles was assessed by comparing satellite derived position fixes with
precision radar fixes while the aircraft was enroute from Atlantic City, New
Jersey to Rome, New York and then on the ground at Rome, New York. Sixty-
three of seventy-nine satellite fixes were within one nautical mile of radar
fixes made at the same time.
Long-term accuracy for a ship over a period of approximately two months
and a distance of approximately 2000 miles was assessed by comparing satellite 	 I
derived fixes and lines of position with the position of the ship when near
San Francisco, docked at Pearl Harbor, and then again near San Francisco, The
lines of position at Pearl Harbor were within a nautic?l mile without an iono-
spheric correction. More than two months after calibration of the transponder,
• satellite fix was 1.9 nautical miles from the known position of the ship at
• dock near San Francisco.
Long term accuracy for an aircraft was assessed by comparing latitude
determinations of the aircraft when parked at a bench mark on the airfield at
Shannon, Ireland, with the known position of the bench mark. The latitude
determinations used an equipment time delay calibration made at Atlantic City,
New Jersey, nine days from the time of the measurements at Si,annon. Fourteen
latitude determinations were within 7500 feet north, and 6000 feet south of the
known position of the aircraft at the bench mark. The average of tb" latitude
determinations was 800 feet north of the bench mark.
Much data remains to be evaluated. This will be done when additional
15
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information is obtained from the FAA and the Coast. Guard. Although the results
support previous estimates of accuracy, the position determinations might have
been more accurate if the following improvements had been incorporated:
• Improved signal strength on the transmission links. Noise on the
signals increases the scatter of the range measurements because it
reduces phase r,ieasurcment precision. Better antenna designs could
improve signal strength.
• Improved constancy of time delay in the aircraft receivers with
variations in signal strength,
o Improved accuracy in satellite position predictions, The experiment
has provided evidence that the uncertainty in the acquisition table
predictions of satellite position as furnished by NASA may sometimes
be in error by several thousands of feet. The evidence was supported
by an independent check by NASA. The NASA acquisition tables predict
*he satellite positions once each half hour with a precision of 0.001
degree in latitude and longitude and 0.01 nautical mile in height.
The satellite positions used in the line-of-position and position fix
computations are determined by a Linear interpolation between the
half hourly predictions. The precision of the acquisition table in-
formation limits the ranging precision. For example, a 0.001 degree
change in satellite latitude changes the slant range to Schenectady,
Gander or Shannon approximately 250 to 300 feet, the exact amount
depending on the longitude of the satellite. A change in satellite
height of 0.01 nautical mile changes the slant range approximately
50 feet to each of the three locations.
• Use of ground reference transponders for calibrating ionospheric propa-
gation delay and satellite position uncertainty. Reference transponders
were not used in the position determinations presented in the tables,
except for the latitude determinations at Shannon, Table 4. Position
fixes by the POSFIX program include the crude model of the ionosphere
described in the Interim Report.( Re f . 1) POSFIX estimates the correc-
tion as a function of time of day at the mobile craft and elevation
angle to each satellite. POSFIX does not include an estimate of
seasonal changes. POSFIX is based on a mid-latitude ionospheric
model. The LATCOM program for determining lines of position does not
include a built-in correction for the ionosphere.
Differences in latitude and longitude are related to distances on the
earth's surface as follows:
A change in latitude is one nautical mile per minute of latitude, or
approximately 100 feet per second of latitude; and for longitude,
longitude distance (nautical miles) = minutes of longitude x cos (latitude).
At mid latitudes, a minute of longitude is approximately 0.7 nautical mile;
a second of longitude is approximately 70 feet.
Tables 2 through 5 and Figure 8 contain the detailed results of the tests.
The notes given with the tables state the conditions of the tests. Every
satellite derived fix and line of position stated in the tables was determined
from a single interrogation. None of them involved any averaging. All of the
measurements in each of the test periods are presented. There was no rejection
of data points, and no selection of the data other than to limit the quantity
processed in order to keep the data processing and the size of the report
within acceptable limits.
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FIGURE 8. DC-6B FLIGHT FROM ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY TO ROME, NEW YORK
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TABLE 2
FAA DC-6B ENROUTE FROM NAFEC, ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY
TO GRIFFISS AIR FORCE BASE, ROME, NEW YORK
POSITION FIX, RANGING POSITION FIX BY EAIR	 POSITION FIX ERROR
TIME-GMT FROM ATS-3 AND ATS-1 ** PRECISION RADAR, NAFEC	 NAUTICAL MILES
14 13 12 39021'12" 390-20'43" 0.6 
74 38 48 I 74 39 21
14 13 15 39 19 55 39 20 40 0.8
74 39 48 74 39 30
14 13 45 39 20 12 39 20 10 0.1
74 40 59 7441 4
14 14 18 39 19 36 ?9 19 44 0.9
74 44 6 74 42 51
14 15 24 39 19 7 39 19 37 1,7
74 48 48 74 46 30
14 16 00 39 20 53 39 19 56 1.5
74 46 54 74 48 25
14 16 36 39 20 33 39 20 44 0.5
74 49 29 74 50 8
14 17 03 39 21 38 39 21 21 0.3
74 51 43 74 51 25
14 17 09 39 21 32 `V 39 21 29 0.4
74 51 10 74 51 420
14 ^7 36 39 22 6
z
39 ^Z 6 0	 (See Note 4)
74 52 58 w 74 52 56
14 17 42 39 22 4
..
35 22 14 0.4
74 53 45 74 53 13
14 18 48 39 23 27 39 23 41 0.2
74 -56 14 74 56 19
14 19 48 39 24 13 I 39 24 59 1.0
75 0 3 74 59 10
14 19 54 39 25 39 s? 25 7 0.9
74 58 46 74 59 28
14 20 27 39 25 11 39 25 49 1.1
75 2 23 75 1 4
14 21 30 39 27 27 39 27 11 0.8
75 2 54 75 4 11
14 24 45 39 30 37 39 31 19 0.8
75 14 32 75 14 3
14 30 30 39 44 40 39 44 27 0.4
75 24 48 75 24 21
14 30 33 39 44 46 39 44 35 0.2
75 24 23 75 24 23
**See Note 1
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Table 2 Continued
POSITION FIX, RANGING POSITION FIX BY EAIR POSITION FIX ERROR
TIME-GMT FROM ATS-3 AND ATS-1 -- PRECISION RADAR, NAFEC NAUTICAL MILES
14 30 36 39044' 39" 39044'43" 0.4
75 25 2 75 24 25
14 30 39 39 4^ 58 39 44 52 1.0
75 25 8 75 24 27
14 31 03 39 46 9 39 46 2 0.2
75 25 0 75 24 47
14 31 06 39 45 -6 39 46 11 0.3
75 24 59 75 24 49
14 31 09 39 46 29 39 46 20 0.7
75 25 45 75 24 52
14 31 12 39 45 53 39 46 29 0.9
75 25 51 75 24 54
14 31 36 39 47 29 39 47 44 0.4
75 25 41 75 25 16
14 31 39 39 47 43 39 47 54 0.4
75 25 44 75 25 17
14 31 42 39 47 46 39 48 4 0.2
75 25 10 75 25 19
14 31 45 39 47 53 39 48 13 0.5
75 25 18 N 75 25 22
14 32 09 39 48 10
a,
0 39 49 32 1.4
75 26 15 z 7-. 25 44
14 32 15 39 50 6 v 39 49 53 0.3
75 26 14 v 75 2" 49
14 32 42 39 50 32 39 51 25 1.0
75 27 3 75 26 13
14 32 45 39 50 51 39 51 35 0.9
75 26 55 75 26 16
14 32 48 39 50 56 39 51 45 1.0
75 27 3 73 26 20
14 32 51 39 51 38 39 51 54 0.3
75 26 36 75 26 23
14 33 48 39 55 10 39 55 9 0
75 27 19 75 27 18
14 33 51 39 55 18 39 55 19 0.2
75 27 41 75 27 21
14 33 54 39 55 26 39 55 29 0.1
75 27 30 75 27 25
14 34 24 39 56 39 39 57 15 0.8
75 28 41 75 2' SU
14 38 19 40 10 35 40 10 34 1.2
75 34 .s7 75 32 34
i
I/
**See Note 1
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Table 2 Continued
POSITION FIX, RANGING POSITION FIX BY EAIR POSITION FIX ERROR
TIME-GMT FROM ATS -3 ATS-1 ** PRECISION RADAR, NAFEC NAUTICAL MILES
14 38 31 40010'48" 40011'14!' 0.4
75 33 2 75 32 54
14 38 40 40 11 53 40 11 43 0,3
75 33 27 75 33 7
14 39 22 40 14 27 40 13 58 0,4
75 34 15 75 34 15
14 39 25 40 14 45 40 14 9 1.3
75 35 57 75 34 18
14 39 58 40 17 53 40 15 55 2.3
75 33 45 75 35 11
14 40 01 40 19 57 40 16 6 4.8
75 38 49 75 35 14
14 40 04 40 17 22 40 16 16 1.4
75 34 12 75 35 17
14 40 07 40 15 34 40 16 24 0.9
75 34 51 75 35 24
14 40 13 40 17 2 40 16 44 1.0
75 34 17 75 35 32
14 40 16 40 17 19 1 40 16 55 1.4
75 37 31
..
M 75 35 36
14 40 22 40 17 12 40 17 14 0.4
75 35 13 z 75 35 45
14 40 28 40 16 38 ci 40 17 31 1.0
75 35 13 75 35 57
14 40 34 40 17 17 40 17 51 2.1
75 38 58 75 36 6
14 41 22 40 20 14 40 20 29 1.2
75 35 38 75 37 11
14 41 25 40 20 7 40 20 40 0,7
75 36 42 75 37 14
14 41 34 40 21 25 40 21 10 0,6
75 36 35 75 37 26
14 41 40 40 21 41 40 21 30 0,6
75 36 43 75 37 33
14 41 43 40 21 5; 40 21 40 0.8
75 36 37 75 37 36
14 41 55 40 22 15 40 22 19 0.1
75 38 0 75 37 52
14 42 04 40 21 53 40 22 49 1.0
75 38 28 75 38 3
14 42 10 40 22 46 40 23 9 0.7
75 38 54 75 38 10
r,
**See Note 1	 20
1Table 2 Continued
POSITION FIX, RANGING 	 POSITION FIX BY EAIR POSITION FIX ERROR
TIME-GMT FROM ATS-3 AND ATS-1 ** PRECISION RADAR, NAFEC
	
NAUTICAL MILES
6
14 42 19 40023'26" 40023' 37" 0.4
75 37 52 75 38 23
14 42 52 40 25 1.3 40 25 26 0.2
75 38 59 75 39 7
14 43 04 4U 25 54 40 26 6 04
75 38 56 75 39 21
14 43 40 40 28 19 40 28 3 0.3
75 40 19 75 40 8
14 43 43 40 27 50 40 28 13 0.8
75 39 14 75 40 12
14 43 46 40 28 16 CV) 40 28 22 0.5
Ln
75 40 55 75 40 18
a,0
14 43 49 40 28 21 240 28 32 0.4 za,
75 40 49 75 40 19 cQ)
14 43 52 40 28 42
U)
40 28 41 0.3
`.
75 40 3 75 40 25
14 43 58 40 28 22 40 29 2 0.6
75 40 14 75 40 31
14 44 10 40 30 1 40 29 40 0,3 
75 41 4 75 40 47
14 44 25 40 30 30 40 30 30 0.5
75 41 53 75 41 7
14 44 37 40 30 13 40 31 10 L.5
75 A2 53 75 41 22
14 48 33 40 44 41 40 44 27 0.9
75 42 39 75 43 56
14 59 10 41 19 53 41 19 44 0,4
75 39 18 75 38 51
14 59 13 41 21 5
_
N
41 19 57 1.2
75 38 55 0 75 38 36
14 59 46 41 22 42 z 41 21 54 1.0
75 39 7 v 75 38 6
Cn
14 59 52 41 22 58 41 22 15 1.1
75 39 19 75 33 7
15 01 22 41 28 35 41 27 17 1.5
75 40 8 75 39 4
**See Note 1
Note 1. ATS-1 was below 2 0 elevation to the aircraft and to the GE Radio-
Optical Observatory at	 bchenectady.
Note 2. Transponder with GE receiver-transmitter with special limiter discrim-
inator.
ti
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Table 2 Continued
Note 3. Transponder with Bendix receiver-transmitter
Note 4. GE receiver-transmitter time delay calibration according to this radar
fix.
Note 5. Bendix receiver-transmitter time delays calibrated according to these
radar fixes.
TABLE 3
FAA DC-6B ON TAXIWAY AT GRIFFISS AIR FORCE BASE, ROME, NEW YORK
July 6, 1970
POSITION FIX, RANGING
	 LOCATION OF TOWER AT
	 rISTANCE
TIME-GMT
	 FROM ATS-3 AND ATS-1	 GRIFFISS AIR FORCE BASE 	 FROM TOWER
(See Note	 1.) (See Note 2) (Feet)
15 55 56 43013'26" 43013'37" N 4000 ESE
75 23 28 75 24 24 W
15 56 10 43 13 20 (See N to 3) 2400 SE
75 24 01
15 56 28 43 12 42 5400 SSE
75 24 04
15 56 46 43 13 21 2400 SE
75 24 02
15 56 55 43 12 50 4900 SSE
75 24 15
Note 1. GE transmitter-receiver used. Receiver-transmitter time delay cali-
oration made near NAFEC referenced to a radar fix. See Note 2,
Table 2.
Note 2. Information furnished by Griffiss Air Force Base,
Note 3. Aircraft was on taxiway approximately 3500 feet southe'st of tower.
When the aircraft <Lrrived at Shannon, Ireland on July 12, it was parked at
a bench mark at the air>>ort. Range measurements were made from ATS-3 to tine air-
craft and to the ground reference transponder at Shannon. LaLitude determina-
tions were made from the aircraft range measurements and compared with the bench
mark latitude, TabJP 4.
The GE receiver-transmitter was used in the aircraft with the "user four"
responder that had been used with the Bendix receiver-transmitter earlier in the
flight test. As there: was no calibration for that equipment combination when it
was used at Shannon, it was cal i brated at NAFEC after its return to Atlantic
City, New Jersey on July 21. The equipment time delay calibration made on July
21 was used in computing the latitudes for the aircraft at Shannon on July 12.
The equi pment calibration was made with the aircraft at the bench mark at
NAHC by the following procedure:
ti
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1. Range measurements were made between ATS-3 and the aircraft, and
between the satellite and the Radio-Optical Observatory at Schenectady.
2. The computed slant range to Schenectady was subtracted from the
measured slant range to yield a correction for ionospheric delay and
satellite prediction uncertainty. For that test, the correction was
4.3 microseconds.
3. The 4.3 microseconds were subtracted from the range measurements be-
tween the satellite and the aircraft.
4. The LATCOM program was used to compute the latitude of the aircraft
at NAFEC with the corrected range measurement.
5. The term in the LATCOM program that represents the aircraft trans-
ponder equipment time delay was adjusted so that the computed lati-
tude agreed with the known latitude of the aircraft at the bench mark,
The adjusted value was then the correc t_ value for the transponder
equipment time delay, and is the value used in all computations of
aircraft latitudes when the CF receiver-transmitter was used with the
"user four" responder.
Latitude determinations were processed for the July 12 range measurements
to the aircraft at the Shannon bench mark. The following procedure was used:
1. Three range .iieasurements from ATS-3 to the Shannon ground reference
transponder were averaged. The measurements were made within one
minute of the aircraft range measurements. The computed slant range
from the satellite was subtracted from the average of the measured
slant ranges to yield a 7.2 microsecond correction for the ionosphere
and satellite prediction error.
2. The 7.2 microsecond correction was subtracted from each of the four-
teen range measurements from ATS-3 to the aircraft, and the LATCOM
program used to compute the latitude of the aircraft at Shannon.
This procedure resulted in latitude determinations using an equipment time
delay calibration made on the other side of the ocean and nine days difference
in time, and using corrections for the ionosphere delay and satellite predic-
tion error made close to the aircraft and at the same time as the aircraft
range measurements.
The latitudes determined from the LATCOM program are the crossing of lines
of position with the known longitude of the craft. Look angles to the satel-
lite from Shannon were approximately 243 0 azimuth and 09 0 elevati.on. There is
a considerable geometrical dilution in the latitude determinations.
Table 4 lists the fourteen latitude determinations at Shannon and compares
them with the known latitude of the aircraft. The average of the latitude
determinations is 800 feet north of the known position of the aircraft.
23
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TABLE 4
DC-6B AIRCRAFT ON BENCH MARK AT SHANNON, IRELAND AIRPORT
July 12, 1970
LATITUDE	 LOCATION OF	 DISTANCE FROM
TIME-GMT
	 RANGING FROM ATS-3	 BENCH MARK	 BENCH MARK
(Feet)
19 58 54 52041' 42" 52041' 54"N
	 1200 S
08 55 02 W
19 59 06 52 40 55 6000 S
19 59 09 52 41 34 2000 S
19 59 12 52 42 34 4000 N
19 59 15 52 42 34 4000 N
1 11` 59 21 52 42 59 6600 N
19 59 24 52 42 4 1000 N
19 59 39 52 41 30 2400 S
19 59 42 52 42 17 2300 N
19 59 45 52 42 38 4400 N
19 59 51 52 41 51 300 S
19 59 54 52 41 34 2000 S
19 59 57 52 43 8 7500 N
20 00 06 52 41 8 4600 S
TABLE 5
COAST GUARD CUTTER RUSH FROM SAN FRANCISCO TO HAWAII AND RETURN
POSITi.ON FEX, RANGING POSITION STATED P,"ISITION ERROR-
DATE TIME-GMT FROM ATS-1, ATS-3 BY COAST GUARD NAUTICAL MILES
May 5 23 55 00 37052'53"N 37052'53"N 0*
122 49 02 W 122 49 02 W
May 13 13 22 08 37 48 35 N **
122	 17	 52 W
June 26 20 31 31 21 21	 32 N 21.021'N Latitude deter-
20 31 37 21 20 44 N  157 57 W mination bracket
20 31 40 21 20 42 N stated latitude
21 21 07 N
July 10 19 01 18 37 46 49 N 37 48 32 N 1,9
122	 16 47 W 122 17	 10 W
(Notes on following page)
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0Table 5 Continued
x	 Equipment time delay calibration while ship underway in Gulf of Farallons,
California. This calibration used for all position determinations in
Table 5
_1610	 Docked at Alameda Naval Station, exact position not stated. Near or at
same dock as on July 10. Compare with July 10 stated position.
Latitude determination from ATS-1. ATS-3 was below horizon at Hawaii.
Ionosphere correction not used in latitude determination. Its inclusion
would move lines of p osition south a few thousand feet.
The equipment time delay for the Rush was recalibrated according to the
position of the ship at the Bethelehem shipyard at 1400 GMT on July 21, and the
fixes For July 10 recomputed with the different equipment time delay. On July
21 the ship was docked at 37 045'47"N, 122 023'02"W. All but one of thirty-nine
satellite determined position fixes were within one nautical mile of the true
position. Sixty-eight fixes were recomputed from the 1900 GMT July 10 measure-
ments using the July 21 calibration. All were within a circle with a 5000
foot radius. Fifty-three were within a circle 0.5 nautical mile in diameter,
However, the center of the circle was at 37 045'50"N and 122 0 17 1 02"W, which is
2.7 nautical miles south of the ship's true position. The July 10 fixes used
satellite predictions based on an epoch date of July 3 for A'TS-1 and an epoch
date of July 8 for ATS-3. The July 21 calibration used satellite predictions
based on an epoch date of Jul; 3 for ATS-1 and an epoch date of July 14 for
ATS-3. The difference in the May 5 and July 21 calibrations made a change in
the July 10 fix of 0.8 nautical miles.
With NASA's cooperation, a check was made of NASA acquisition table accur-
acy as a function of time from Epoch to see if prediction of the satellite posi-
tions could account for the fix errors. If the predictions are in error, and
equipment delays are calibrated at one time of day using the predictions, there
will be a diurnal change in position fix errors based en that calibration.
Ground reference transponders can provide a first order correction, but none
was used for the Rush fi;ces.
The check with NASA confirmed that satellite predictions can account for
fix errors of the magnitude observed, For example, the predicted positions
of ATS-3 based on two epoch dates were as follows:
Posit ion
Epoch Date
	
Position Date Time GMT Latitude Longitude
June 13, 1970 July 8, 1970	 2100	 0.894 N	 65.320 W
July 8, 1970	 July 8, 1970	 2100	 0.894 N	 65.299 W
Earth Center
Distance
Nautical Miles
22742.04
22742. 36
Computed slant ranges based on the above predictions can differ approxi-
mately 12 microseconds for North Atlantic locations, resulting in position fix
errors of one or two nautical miles, depending on the geometry
25
Long Term Test of Ground Reference Calibration Technique
The use of ground calibration transponders for improving accuracy was
tested for a separation distance of approximately 900 nautical miles, for a
number of days during more than a month's time, and for two times of day.
The test confirmed that the technique is effective, and revealed that the
I ong-term stability of the equipments is satisfactory.
Range measurements were made from the satellite to Schenectady, to Gander,
and to Shannon between the hours of 1130 to 1200 and 2030 to 2100 GMT several
days each week between May 20 and June 26. The Schenectady range measurements
were analyzed for their effectiveness as rarging calibrations for Gander, The
Shannon measurements were not used for this purpose, as Shannon is too far
removed to consider as a calibration reference for Gander or Schenectady.
The distances from NASA's predicted positions of the satellite to Gander
and to Schenectady were computed for each range measurement. If there were
nc• ionosphere, if the satellite were exactly at its predicted position, and
if the range measurement were exactly equal to the computed range, then a line
of position computed from the measurement would pass exactly through the loca-
tion of the Gander transponder, Two factors made the actual measured range
different from the computed range. These are ionospheric propagation delay
and satellite position uncertainty. The difference between the measured and
computed slant ranges is the range error that will displace the measured line
of position from its true position. In the test, every measured range was
greater than the computed range. The difference bet*,,een the measured and
m mpur_ed slant range is the value that should be subtracted from the measured
range to yield a value that will provide a correct line of position when the
predicted position of the satellite is used in the computation.
The difference between the measured and computed slant ranges for Schen-
ectady were calculated, and subtracted from the Gander difference. The magni-
tude and direction of this final difference is the error that remains in the
Gander r=ange measurement when Schenectady is used for calibration.
This procedure to test the calibration technique can be followed because
the locations of the Gander and Schenectady transponders are known. The
values derived show the ranging error that would result if a mobile craft were
in the vicinity of Gander, and a grouna reverence transponder near Schenectady
were used to derive a calibration measurement. Schenectady is approximately
900 nautical miles from Gander.
Each range difference at Gander and Schenectady waF taken as the average
of four to eleven individual measurements made in sequence early in the half
hour ranging r eriod. There was no other selection criteria. They are typical
of the measurements made throughout the time periods and represent the full
variability in the measurements.
Tables 6A and 6B show the errors in range correction in microseconds for
the two-way signal travel time, and also in feet, Table 6A is for measure-
ments taken shortly after 2030 GMT on each of the days listed. The local time
at Schenectady is 1530 eastern standard time, and at Gander 1700 local standard
time. Reference to Figure 4, made during the twenty-four hour ranging test,
and in accordance with other data and with theory, the ionosphere was near its
maximum ionization at Gander and at Schenectady at that hour of the day. The
ionization is changing slowly with time, and therefore the values are expected
R
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•TABLE 6
RESIDUAL ERRORS IN GANDER RANGE MEASUREMENTS
AFTER CORRECTION BY SCHENECTADY CALIBRATION MEASUREMENTS
(A)
Time Period: 2030-2100 Z
ERROR IN RANGE CORRECTION
(Without Time Shift)
DATE MICROSECONDS FEET
20 May +1.0 + 490
27 Me.y +0.1 +	 50
27 May 0 0
1 June +0.5 + 250
3 June +3.2 +1570
5 June +2.9 +1420
12 June +1.0 + 490
17	 June +0.8 + 393
22 June -0.9
- 443
24 June -2.1 -1000
26 June -0.4 - 200
Mid-day, ionization near maximum, changing slow-
ly, approximately the same for both loc&cions.
(B)
Time Period: 1130-1200 Z
ERROR IN RANGE ':ORRECTION
(Without Time Shift)
DATE	 MICROSECONDS	 FEET
20 May	 +3.9	 +1920
22 May	 +3.5
	 +1720
25 May	 +6.3
	 +3100
27 May	 +3.4	 +1660
1 June	 +3.4	 +1660
8 June	 +2.4	 +1180
10 June	 +3.4	 +1660
Morning, ionization changing near maximum rate,
has been increasing at Gander for longer time
than at Schenectady. The direction of the er-
ror and approximate average magnitude are pre-
dictable.
A
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6to be much alike at both locations. 'This is reflected in the comparatively
small error in range correction.
Table 6B presents the error in range correction for 1130 GMT, or 0630
local time at Schenectady, and 0800 local time at Gander. Reference to Figure
4, and in accordance with Theory and other data, the ionization is changing
rapidly at Gander and Schenectady. It has built up to a higher level at Gander
because of the later time of the morning. As a consequence, the Schenectady
measurements do not fully correct the Gander measurements. The magnitude and
direction of the residual error is appropriate for the test condition.
An improved correction may be achieved by using calibration measurements
at a time difference approximately equal to the difference to local times be-
tween the craft and the calibration station. This was done effectively to
produce the results shown in Figure 7 of the twenty-four hour test. The pro-
cedure is described more completely in General Electric Company report 70-C-198,
"Ranging and Position Fixing Using Satellites: 24-Hour Ranging Test, March
13-14, 1970" .
No detectable change in equipment time delay was found in the Shannon,
Gander, or Schenectady equipments during the period of the test, The differ-
ences between the measured and computed slant ranges for each equipment varied
as expected for the day-to-day changes in ionospheric propagation delay and
satellite position uncertainty. The differences remained within this varia-
bility throughout the test period, with no evidence of a bias change.
Eq ui pment and Transmission Link Performance
The tone-code ranging transponders used in all of the equipments are con-
sidered to be prototypes. They are constructed with printed circuit boards
and integrated circuits insofar as possible, No attempt has been made to re-
engineer -he design for improved performance and the components used have not
been given an initial burn-in to detect components that might fail within a
short period of time. The improved limiter-discriminator circuits were built
of discrete components and point-to-point wiring on small chassis. Other
components, except modifications for interconnection wiring and controls, are
commercially available units such as the receiver-transmitters built by the
Mobile Radio Department of General Electric.	 I
The few equipment failures have been due to damage in shipping the units.
They have been carefully packed and shipped by air freight, but nevertheless
several of them have suffered damage. The unit shipped to Gander, Newfoundland
suffered minor damage that had to be repaired before it could be placed in
operation. A General Electric technician, with assistance from personnel at
Gander, installed the antenna, repaired the unit and placed it in operation
within one day's time. Except for a loose fuse, that was located and corrected
during the first thirty-five minutes of the twenty-four hour test, the Gander
unit has functioned satisfactorily without adjustment or attention since its
installation.
The ground reference transponder at Shannon, Ireland was installed by
personnel at Shannon without assistance from General Electric, It required an
_nitial adjustment of the modulation deviation for the tone-code ranging re-
sponse. Later, it operated improperly for a short period of time. The
soldering runs on one of the circuit board cards of the responder were retouched
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6and the unit has since performed satisfactorily. It is normally operated with
100 watts of RF transmitter power. Recently a drift in the adjustment of
power amplifier reduced the output power to 20 watts. When the satellite
effective radiated power was reduced to 7.5 dB below Its normal operating
level the 20 watts from the Shannon station did not provide adequate signal
strength on t'^ p returns. Readjustment of the power amplifier to increase
the power output to 100 watts restored the signal strength for satisfactory
perform.-..nce with the satellite FRP at 7.5 dB below its normal level.
The unit installed in Seattle, Washington suffered damage in shipment
and necessitated the replacement of some of the printed circuit hoard cards
in the responder. The Seattle unit was installed by Boeing personnel without
assistance from General Electric.
The transponder unit on the Consc Guard Cutter was strapped to a bulkhead
in the CIC one deck below the antenna location on the ship. Cable runs approx-
imately 35 feet long connected the transponder to the antenna. The anL:ennas
were located on the bridge deck (03 level) directly above the combaL informa-
tion center (CIC) . There was an iiF fail antenna mounted above the satellite
antennas. Three satellite communication antennas were available for use on
the Rush. One was a NASA OPLE antenna, previously usr :4 on the Coast Guard
Cutter Valiant in the Gulf of Mexico, Another was a circularly polarized
turnstile antenna consisting of four folded dipole elements bent to conform to
the surface of a cylinder. The antenna was built by the Coast Guard and is
tuned to the transmit frequency. Its bandwidth is not sufficient to cover the
receive frequency from the satellite. A third antenna was a three element yagi
that could be manually pointed to provide a higher gain than either of the
other two antennas. The OPLE antenna has rather poor coverage to the horizon.
The Coast Guard antenna has rather poor coverage to high elevation signals.
Estimates of the gain of the OPLE antenna and the Coast Guard antenna as used
in the areas of the Rush operations range from about -6 to 0 dB. The trans-
ponder oil
	 Rush performed satisfactorily without adjustment during more
than two months at sea.
Two transponders were used on an FAA DC-6 aircraft. One, designated the
GE transponder, was of the type used on the Rush and it the ground calibration
stations except that it was in a shock mounted frame furnished by the FAA. The
other unit, termed the Bendix unit, consisted of the Bendix transmitter-receiver
used in the early voice communication tests from aircraft to the ATS satellites.
The Bendix unit was modified from AM aircraft equipment and does not conform to
the ARINC 566 specifications. A General Electric tone-code responder was con-
nected between the transmitter and receiver. Both units were tested in the
aircraft while on the North Atlantic flight described in the section on Posi-
tion Fix Accuracy. During the flight, the tone-code responder unit in the
General Electric unit ceased to function properly and the responder unit at-
tached to the Bendix equipment was substituted in the General Electric trans-
mitter-receiver. At this writing, the responder unit has not been examined to
determine the nature of the trouble.
The experiment complex at the Radio-Optical Observatory is maintained and
operated b, persons of unusual skill. There have been no major equipment
failures and the installation has functioned properly during every scheduled
satellite interrogation.
The extensive experience gained during the program has revealed the types
of problem: t'iat arise in the operation of a satellite corrununication- radio
location system and has disclosed areas in which further engineering work is
required.
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Voice communications and ranging reliability between the ground reference
transponders and the Observatory are excellent when the satellite is operated
at its full RF output power of 40 watts with 8 H antenna gain for an effective
radiated power of approximately 200 watts, The ground reference transponders
are operating at 100 to 300 watts of RF output power with 13 dB circularly
polarized antennas that have a net gain of 10 dB for linearly polarized satel-
lite signals. It is our opinion that the communications under these conditions
would be classed as superior by any voice or digital communication standards.
The satellites are operated in more than one power output mode. In Reg-1
the ATS-3 satellite effective radiated power is 7.5 dB below its full power
output, In Reg-2 it is 5 dB below its full power output, The VHF transponders
aboard the satellite are electronically despun, The VHF antennas consis^ of 8
whips, each whip driven by a 5 watt solid-state power amplifier. As the satel-
lite rotates on its axis, the radio fre quency phases of the signals applied to
the power amplifiers are adjusted so that the radiation from the whips forms a
beam directed toward the earth, When the satellite RF output power is de-
creased to half, four of the power amplifiers are turned off, so that the an-
tenna beam pattern is affected as well as the radio frequency power output,
Therefore, the effective radiated power drops a nominal 6 dB when the radio
frequency power is reduced to one-half,
With the satellite operating in Reg-1, 7,5 dB below its full effective
radiated power, and the Shannon ground terminal operating with 20 watts of RF
output, the signal received at the Observatory on a helical antenna with 10 dB
gain was noisy on voice communications, Spin modulation of the satellite was
evident and the ranging signals were not reliable, When the radio frequency
output of the Shannon transponder was increased to 100 watts, satisfactory
performance was again achieved.
Antenna gain and pattern variability on -iobile craft were the must
noticeable factors with respect to ^;erformanLe, The Cost Guard Cutter Rush
sailed in circles at San Francisco and again at Ocean Station November, Ship
headings that provided the most-reliable communication links were noted. When
communications were foun.i to be poor, th-. ship was turned to a heading that
gave the antennas a clear view to the satellites and under these conditions
voice and ranging performance were satisfactory, Crew members of the Rush
were pleased with the quality and clarity of the voice comm,._nications, They
had voice exchanges frolo Ocean Station November to Sliannon, Ireland as well as
the Observatory and other terminals in the n_etwo_k, Reception was usually on
the OFLE antenna and transmission on the Coast Guard antenna,
Antennas on the DC-6 aircraft were the Dorne and Margolin Satcom antenna
with its azimuth and elevation modes and a VHF blade antenna. The azimuth mode
of the Satcom antenna covers from approximately 10 degrees to 40 degrees be-
tween its 0 dB points with a maximum gain of approximately 3 dB, The antenna
is circularly polarized, The zenith mode, also circularly polarized has its
maximum gain in the zenith direction and a coverage from above 40 degrees
elevation angle, Both modes of the Satcom antenna provide nearly uniform
coverage in all azimuth directions, The blade antenna has nulls in some
A7imi,th directions, It is linearly polarized and subject to degradation die
to Faraday rotation, It also does not discriminate well against sea reflec-
tions, and therefore is more subject to degradation due to multipath than the
Satcom antenna,
Each of the three antenna modes was tested in flight under a variety of
I
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conditions, it often happened that the best mode for communications was not
the one that would be expected from the general characteristics of the antennas.
For example, when the aircraft was on the ground at Thule, Greenland with an
elevation angle of approximately 4 degrees to the satellite, best reception at
the aircraft was with the azimuth mode of the Dorne and Margolin satcom antenna,
but transmission from the aircraft to the satellite was found to be best on the
zenith mode, Probable causes might be a lack of circularity of the antennas
at the low elevation angle, combined with Faraday rotation of the signals, which
can be different at the uplink and downlink frequencies. Signal reflections
from nearby mountains may also have influenced the antenna patterns.
Comparison of Two Receiver-Correlators
Two receiver-correlator systems were used in an experiment to compare the
differences in range measurements when the same signals are received by similar
but different equipments, One receiver-correlator was connected to the 30 foot
dish which has 20 dB gain, The other receiver-correlator was attached to a
helical antenna with 10 dB gain for the signals received from ATS-3, Range
measurements from ATS-3 to Gander s Shannon and to an aircraft in fligL:'_- over
the North Atlantic were received by both correla t_ors and their independently
derived measurements were compared. The results provide information on the
performance of the narrow bandwidth tone-code ranging equipment for strong
signals and for signals that have a poor signal-to-noise ratio, The test was
conducted to yield information on the relative sc,&.tter due to signal-to-noise
ratio and mutt ipa`h,
There is a bias difference between the two receiver-correlators because
of the different, time delay through the antenna cables and electronic circuits.
Figvre 9 represents histograms of the time delay difference between the two
receiver-correlators for the Shannon, Gander, and aircraft returns while the
aircraft was in flight over Ocean Station Alpha at 17,000 feet, There are
more data points for the aircraft because the automatically repeated sequence
was eight aircraft interrogations, one Gander, and one Shannon interrogation,
The interrogation rate was one each three seconds, There were short interrup-
tions for voice exchanges,
The bias difference is estimated to be 15,4 microseconds for the aircraft,
1508 microseconds for Gander and Shaancn, The bias difference is attributed to
a difference in time delay with average signal amplitude, Gander and Shannon
have consistently strong returns, while the average signal level of the air-
craft re::urns is Icwer than for ground terminals due to lower antenna gain and
cccasiOLial signal amplitude reduction due to multipath reflections. The two
receiver-ccrrelators receive different signal levels because of their 10 dB
difference in ar.tenna gain, hence their delays with average signal level are
different when one signal is near the detection threshold, the other is not.
(See the interim Report on Contract NAS5-11634, page 4-2, for a discussion of
time delay change with signal level,)
The horizontal dashes in Figures 10 and 11 are the actual time delays for
individual Gander and Shannon returns as received on the receiver-correlator
that was connected to the 30 foot parabolic antenna. The tips of the vertical
lines are the corresponding measurements for the same individual returns as
measured on the other correlator, but displaced by the 15,.8 microsecond bias
difference so that individual returns as measured by the two correlators can
be compared directly. Fix computations take into account the actual time delay
6
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of each receiver-correlator independently so that they automatically take out
the bias differences.
Lines representing ::L 1 nautical mile range from a "smoothed curve" fit to
the range measurements are drawn relative to each set of ranging measurements.
They are included to aid in visualizing the magnitude of the scatter of the
readings and the significance of the differences between the correlators. The
range change is due to satellite motion. As noted elsewhere (1)2) the satel-
lite is in a slightly inclined synchronous orbit, and traces a figure eight
relative to fixed points on the earth's surface.
Figure 12 is a corresponding plot for the signals received from the DC-6
aircraft while in flight at 17,000 feet over Ocean Station Alpha. The dashes
are the time intervals measured by the receiver-correlator attached to the 30
foot dish, and the tips of the vertical lines are the displacements of the
output of the correlator attached to the helix antenna, adjusted 15.4 micro-
seconds to compensate for the time delay difference between the two receiver-
correlators. Lines representing plus and minus one nautical mile of range
change fro i an estimated "smoothed curve" fit to the range measurements are
included,
The aircraft range measurements have a larger scatter relative to their
smoothed curve than the Gander and Shannon measurements have relative to their
smoothed curves. Multipath reflection is the major cause of the scatter. As
discusseu in the Interim Report, interference between the signal received
dirertly and the one received by reflection from the sea combine at the antenna,
and cause a shift in phase of the detected audio tone frequency. In addition,
the interference of the direct and reflected signals sometimes caused a re-
duction in receivea signal, and in signal-to-noise ratio, While the tone-code
ranging experi.ment is designed to minimize the effect of noise on the precision
of the range measurements, noise has a measurable effect.
Figure 12 indicates the relative effects of noise on the return path from
the aircraft through the satellite, and the effects of multipath on the links
to and from the aircraft. The combined effects of phase error and noise on
the path tc the aircraft, and the effect of phase error on the return path from
the aircraft affect both correlators in the same way, causing equal range mea-
surement errors on both correlators. The effect of signal cancellation at the
satellite, due to multipath reflection interference on the return path s reduces
the signal at the two Observatory receivers, and since their noise components
are independent, the part of the range measurement errors that are due to that
cause are independent. Except for a few measurements, the range measurement
errors for the two receiver-correlators are in close agreement, indicating that
the major error contribution is due to multipath, not to equipment variability
or receiver noise. The pattern of measurement deviations between 15 45 15 GMT
and 1 5 45 30 GMT is an interesting illustration of the effect, suggestive of
the multipath analysis described in the Interim Report.
The multipath effect can be reduced by aircraft antenna designs that pro-
's	 vide good discrimination against sea reflections.
The data on the comparison of the two receiver-correlators may be of in-
re:est in evaluating the use of all tone ranging systems. The period of a
tone cycle used in the test was 409 microseconds. The result indicates that
the usual prediction of one to three degree phase measurement precision for
tone ranging is a conservative estimate.
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NEW TECHNOLOGY
Theie is no applicable data to be reported at this time.
PROGRAM FOR NEXT REPORTING PERIOD
Data obtained during the first quarter will be analyzed to determine the
accuracy achieved at Gander and Thule. It is expected that tone-code signal
data recorded in the DC-6 aircraft will be furnished by the FAA. The FAA data
will be analyzed along with data recorded at the Observatory to determine com-
munications reliability.
Work will continue with Pan American and Rendix to match the tone-code
responder unit to the transmitter- receiver on the 747 aircraft. Additional
flight tests will oe coordinated with Pan American, ARINC and NASA.
A test will be planned with the FAA for the KC-135 aircraft.
Data will be collected at intervals usii., the Shannon, Gander, and Seattle
transponders to observe the effects of the ir-osphere and satellite prediction
uncertainty.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
Position Fixing
1. Tone ran^,ing equipments restricted to the narrow audio and radio
frequency bandwidths of mobile communications can provide phase measure-
ment resolution and long-term stability adequate for position fixes ac-
curate to less than one-fourth nautical mile, not including signal
propagation effects.
2. The test results support previous estimates of absolute position fix
accuracy of one nautical mile, one sigma for craft within 600 nautical
miles of a ground reference transponder, and suggest the distance may
be greater -- perhaps more than 900 nautical miles. The tes* results
indicate relative accuracy of one nautical mile, one sigma, without ground
reference stations for craft within approximately 900 nautical miles of
each other, and absolute accuracy of approximately two nautical miles,
one sigma,without ground reference transponders.
Communications Performance
1. Voice communications between the ground reference transponders is
excellent. They operate with 100 to 300 watts of RF output power, and
use circularly polarized 13 dB antennas, with an effective gain of 10 dB
for the linearly polarized satellite signals.
2. Voice communication is good between the 747 aircraft, the GE Observa-
tory and the ground reference transponders. During our limited participa-
tion in the 747 aircraft tests we have not experienced loss of signals
nor have we needed to repeat messages due to fading.
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c3. The blade antenna and the Dorne and Margolin satcom antenna on the
DC-6 have antenna pattern irregularities and are subject to multipath
signal cancellation and Faraday rotation of the plane of polarization.
Thus, voice communication with the DC-6 aircraft was not of a reliability
that would be acceptable for an operational system.
Recommendations
1. The program should proceed as planned to obtain ranging data using
the 747 aircraft, additional propagation data using the ground reference
transponders, and relative position accuracy measurements for two aircraft
in flight.
2. A transponder should be
tion gear, and the position
compared with Transit fixes
note teat the Queen Elizabe
gear, is scheduled for nine
1970 and March 13, 1971.
placed on a ship equipped with Transit naviga-
fixes obtained by tone-code satellite ranging
as the ship travels over long distances. We
:h H. which is equipped with Transit navigation
cruises in the Caribbean between November 10,
3. The ability to track a ship in a confluence area should be tested by
placing a transponder on a ship in Seattle and tracking its position by
satellite relative to the ground reference transponder as the ship moves
out of the harbor and is tracked accuratel y by independent moans,
4. An L-band transmission capability should be added to a VHF transponder
and comparisons of VHF and L-band should be made using the ATS-5 satellite
together with ATS-1 or ATS-3.
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